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A B S T R A C T
A forward operator for Global Positioning System (GPS) slant total delay (STD) data and its adjoint were implemented
into the Mesoscale Model version 5 (MM5) 4DVAR system to investigate its impact on quantitative precipitation
forecasting (QPF). An operational forecast system was set up providing two forecasts per day, one driven by ECMWF
forecasts only and the other additionally by 4DVAR of GPS STD data.

The investigation of statistics for August 2007 demonstrated a positive impact on the representation of the water-
vapour field and the diurnal cycle of precipitation in southwest Germany. The spread of observation-minus-model
departures was strongly reduced during the first 6 h of the simulations. As compared to the control simulation, the
averaged diurnal cycle of precipitation in the 4DVAR integration was closer to observations in spite of the limitations
of the 4DVAR system. Especially promising is the almost complete removal of the spin-up at the beginning of the
simulation.

This study not only demonstrates the potential of water vapour data assimilation for nowcasting and short-range
QPF. It also suggests that improved GPS retrievals and extended networks are important to further improve the forecast
performance and demonstrates the potential to apply observation operators for model verification.

1. Introduction

Impact studies with additional or new observations and state-
of-the-art data assimilation methods are an important contri-
bution for improving numerical weather prediction (Xiao and
Sun, 2007; Richard et al., 2007) and climate models (Bauer and
Wulfmeyer, 2009). The impact depends on the type of observa-
tion, its coverage and data quality, the assimilation system and
the quality of model physics. Although forecasts of atmospheric
variables such as temperature and wind have been improved in
recent years, large deficiencies remain in quantitative precipita-
tion forecasting (QPF) (e.g. Ebert et al., 2003; Rossa et al., 2008).
Improving QPF is a challenging task as a complex process chain
from initiation of convection to the organization, development
and decay of clouds and precipitation needs to be simulated as
correctly as possible.

Successful QPF has to be performed with a resolution that
accurately represents orography and land use. Currently, this
is only possible with limited-area models (LAMs) nested into
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global models. In this configuration, the predictive skill of LAMs
becomes dependent on: (1) the performance of global models
providing initial and boundary conditions, (2) LAM numerics,
(3) LAM physics and its consistency with the physics of the
driving global model, and (4) the predictability of the weather
situation (e.g. Gleckler et al., 2008; Skamarock and Klemp,
2007; Küll and Bott, 2009; Hohenegger and Schär, 2007).

Current observations for the initialization of LAMs mainly
stem from the global radiosonde network, aircraft measure-
ments, satellite and surface data whose spatial coverage is too
sparse to accurately initialize mesoscale models (WMO, 2009).
Information concerning dynamics and humidity are lacking al-
though they are closely related to the initiation of convection
and the formation of clouds and precipitation (Weckwerth and
Parsons, 2006; Dierer et al., 2009). Additional high-quality data
sets in combination with advanced data assimilation systems
on the mesoscale have the potential to reduce remaining uncer-
tainties and imbalances between the mesoscale model and the
driving analysis to improve the forecast quality from nowcasting
to medium range. The operation of this combination is particu-
larly challenging, as balance conditions applicable on the global
scale, for example, geostrophy, become invalid. Furthermore,
Gaussian error statistics of observations and model background
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as well as linearity of model and observation operators are
questionable.

A variety of data assimilation methods are applied opera-
tionally such as nudging (Stauffer and Seaman, 1994; Schraff
and Hess, 2003), three-dimensional and four-dimensional vari-
ational analyses (3DVAR and 4DVAR) (Fischer et al., 2006;
Rawlins et al., 2007; Saito et al., 2007) and ensemble Kalman fil-
tering (EnKF) (e.g. Houtekamer et al., 2005; Houtekamer et al.,
2009). From a theoretical point of view, 3DVAR, 4DVAR or
EnKF-based techniques are superior to nudging even on the
mesoscale, as they consider the error characteristics of model
and observations more realistically and permit the incorporation
of various, even indirect types of observations.

The combination of sophisticated data assimilation techniques
with the application of new data sets demonstrated strong po-
tential for improving QPF. Xue and Martin (2006a, b) applied a
1-km version of the Advanced Regional Prediction System with
assimilated Mesonet surface data for a convective case during
the International Water Vapor Project (IHOP_2002; Weckwerth
et al., 2004) and derived a detailed conceptual model for con-
vective initiation along the dryline. Wulfmeyer et al. (2006)
assimilated high-resolution water vapour Differential Absorp-
tion Lidar (DIAL) data from the NASA LASE1 system for one
intense observation period (IOP) during IHOP_2002 into the
MM5 4DVAR system (Ruggiero et al., 2002). They were able
to improve the representation of the humidity structure in the
model leading to an improved representation of the subsequent
development of convection. Kawabata et al. (2007) applied a
convection permitting model in combination with 4DVAR to
simulate a severe precipitation event. They assimilated radar
radial velocity, Global Positioning System (GPS) precipitable
water, 2 m temperature as well as surface wind and were able
to analyze the key processes leading to severe precipitation.
Grzeschik et al. (2008) assimilated Raman lidar water vapor
data from a network of three ground-based systems over Eastern
Germany. Comparison with GPS stations in the region confirmed
a significant improvement of the water vapor field in the assimi-
lation window. Unfortunately, a detailed comparison of different
data assimilation techniques studying the impact of exactly the
same observations is lacking to date and most of these studies
were based on single cases, which do not allow to draw general
conclusions.

The application of GPS ground-based networks to derive in-
tegrated water vapour (IWV) has widely been demonstrated in
recent years (e.g. Bengtsson et al., 2003; Hagemann et al., 2003).
The combination of the data of several satellites over a longer
time period results in the zenith total delay (ZTD). It is then
related to the IWV content above the GPS station. To date, most
of the ground-based GPS data assimilation experiments applied
ZTD or retrieved IWV estimates. It was found that the assimila-

1 LASE: Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment

tion of such data has a weak, but positive impact on Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) of humidity and precipitation (e.g.
Vedel and Huang, 2004; Faccani et al., 2005; Boniface et al.,
2009).

Applying only the projection to ZTD, key information about
the 3-D distribution of water vapour is lost. Therefore, new
developments consider the direct assimilation of delay values to
single satellites, so-called slant total delays (STDs) (MacDonald
et al., 2002; Ha et al., 2003; Zus et al., 2008).

Ha et al. (2003) performed a series of observing system simu-
lation experiments to assess the impact of slant wet delay (SWD),
the part of STD which depends on the water vapour content along
the ray path, on the short-range prediction of a squall line. SWD
data from a hypothetical network of ground-based GPS receivers
were assimilated into an earlier single-CPU version of the MM5
4DVAR system with a grid resolution of 27 km. They showed
that the assimilation of SWD produced a considerably improved
forecast of the squall line, both in terms of rainfall prediction
and mesoscale frontal structure, as compared to forecasts with-
out the assimilation of GPS data and forecasts where only IWV
was assimilated. This improvement was mainly caused by the
more accurately retrieved temperature and moisture structure in
the convectively unstable region.

Järvinen et al. (2007) analyzed the assimilation of hypotheti-
cal and real STD observations in the framework of the High-
Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) 3DVAR system
with a grid resolution of 9 km. Their experiments with hypo-
thetical data showed that the assimilation of STD observations
resulted in reasonable specific humidity analysis increments and
captures fine-scaled humidity structures in the hypothetical ob-
servations. Real STD observations were assimilated in an ar-
bitrary single case and the resulting specific humidity analysis
increments were found to have a similar structure to those ob-
tained with a comparable radiosonde or ZTD observing network.

This study takes advantages of the infrastructure provided
by the World Weather Research Program (WWRP) research
and development project COPS2 (Wulfmeyer et al., 2008) and
the WWRP forecast demonstration project D-PHASE3 (Rotach
et al., 2009). It goes several steps beyond previous studies.
An operational 4DVAR data assimilation system based on the
MM5 model was set up for central Europe during the whole
D-PHASE Operation Period to investigate statistically whether
water-vapour information from a ground-based GPS network
improves the representation of the 3-D water-vapour field and
short- to medium-range QPF. Furthermore, it is studied what
are the main elements of the forecast system limiting the spatio-
temporal impact of GPS data assimilation on the predictive skill
of the model.

2 COPS: Convective and Orographically-induced Precipitation Study
(http://www.cops2007.de
3 D-PHASE: Demonstration of Pobabilistic Hydrological and Atmo-
spheric Simulation of Flooding Events in the Alpine region (http://www.
map.meteoswiss.ch/map-doc/dphase/dphase_info.htm)
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Fig. 1. Domain configuration of the operational system. The frames show the locations of the three domains. From large to small the domains were
64 × 70 grid points with 18 km horizontal resolution, 106 × 109 grid points with 6 km horizontal resolution, and 169 x 184 grid points with 2 km
horizontal resolution. Assimilation was only performed in the outermost domain.

Particularly, we are addressing the following scientific ques-
tions:

• How good was the representation of the water vapour field
in the driving European Centre for Medium Range Weather
Forecasting (ECMWF) forecast?

• How large are the analysis increments with respect to the
water vapour field, dynamics and temperature and do they result
in an improvement of the initial water vapour field?

• What is the impact on the prediction of the water vapour
field and on QPF in comparison to observations and other
D-PHASE models?

• What are the processes limiting the spatio-temporal impact
of the assimilation on the water vapour field?

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the MM5 and
the assimilation system are briefly described, GPS meteorology
is introduced, a more detailed description of the GPS data and the
derivation of the necessary forward operator is given. Section 3
describes the set-up of the operational system. In Section 4, the
IMPACT and CONTROL runs are compared for August 2007.
Thereby, a brief description of the observations used for valida-
tion is followed by a statistical investigation of the performance
of 4DVAR of GPS STD data. In Section 5, possible causes that
may deteriorate the performance of the assimilation system on
different time scales and forecast lead times are discussed. Fi-
nally, Section 6 briefly summarizes the main results, conclusions
and future plans are given.

2. MM5 4DVAR and assimilated observations

2.1. MM5

For the study, we selected the 5th generation Penn State/NCAR
mesoscale model MM5 (Grell et al., 1995). It applies a terrain-
following sigma vertical coordinate system with horizontal
Arakawa-B grid staggering and has widely been used for ap-
plications ranging from regional climate simulations to high-
resolution process studies on the km-scale (e.g. Das et al., 2003;
Wu et al., 2005; Wulfmeyer et al., 2006; Grzeschik et al., 2008).

For the forecast system, a 3-domain, 2-way nested configura-
tion with horizontal resolutions of 18, 6 and 2 km was configured
with domain sizes of 64 × 70, 106 × 109 and 169 × 184 grid
boxes (see Fig. 1). In the vertical, 36 levels up to the model top at
100 hPa were defined. For the meteorological initialization, the
operational forecast of the ECMWF, providing data every 6 h,
was selected. We replaced the default land use description from
the US geological survey by the more realistic EU CORINE data
set (Bossard et al., 2000). The soil characteristics are initialized
from the global 5 min resolution United Nations FAO data set
(FAO, 1995) converted to 17 soil categories.

MM5 supports several physical parameterization schemes for
cloud microphysics, convection, radiation and for the boundary
layer. For the model simulations from the two different initial
states, the schemes summarized in the right column of Table
1 were selected, following the suggestions of a high-resolution
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Table 1. Overview of the model set-up for the assimilation run and the model integrations

Physics Assimilation Forecasts

LW radiation simple radiative cooling RRTM (Mlawer et al., 1997)
SW radiation simple radiative cooling Dudhia (Dudhia, 1989)
Convection Anthes-Kuo (Anthes, 1977) Kain Fritsch 2 (Kain, 2004)
Microphysics not simulated Reisner2 (Reisner et al., 1998)
Boundary layer MRF (Hong and Pan, 1996) MRF (Hong and Pan, 1996)
Land surface no soil model, fixed ground temperature Dudhia 5-layer soil model

Note: Both simulations were operated with 18 km horizontal resolution.

modelling study by Schwitalla et al. (2008). They tested the
performance of different combinations of parameterizations in
MM5 for several convective cases from the year 2005 in south-
western Germany applying horizontal resolutions down to 1 km.
During the assimilation, a simplified set of parameterizations
was chosen for which the required adjoint versions are available
(see the middle column of Table 1).

2.2. Assimilation system

At the moment, 4DVAR, improved versions of the EnKF or hy-
brid combinations of both are the most promising candidates for
future data assimilation on the global as well as on the mesoscale,
since they allow to ingest high-resolution observations in their
raw form at the exact time of observation (Kalnay et al., 2007a,b;
Gustafsson, 2007; Wang et al., 2008a,b; Huang et al., 2009). Due
to the strong flow dependence of the water vapour field, we se-
lected the 4DVAR, provided by MM5 (Ruggiero et al., 2002).
An EnKF system was not available.

Apart from the observations, a model simulation is needed
to fit the observations in a least-square sense. Expecting Gaus-
sian statistics, the minimum of the cost function J, measuring
the distance between the model solution and observations, is
determined from Bayes statistics:

J [x0] = (x0 − xb)T B−1 (x0 − xb)

+
m∑

n=0

(H [xn] − yn)T R−1 (H [xn] − yn) (1)

where x0 denotes the analysis vector, xb is the forecast back-
ground vector and yn denotes the observation vector at time n.
The model forecast vector xn at time n is predicted by the (non-
linear) forecast model M, i.e. xn = M . . . M[x0]. H represents
the observation operator which transforms model variables into
observation space. R denotes the observation error covariance
matrix containing information about the errors of the obser-
vations and their correlations. B denotes the background error
covariance matrix containing information about the errors in
the background field and their correlations. The analysis vec-
tor of the MM5 4DVAR system consists of the horizontal wind
components, the temperature, the water vapour mixing ratio,
the pressure perturbation and the vertical velocity. Cloud wa-

ter, cloud ice, surface variables and model boundaries are not
included.

The MM5 4DVAR system only offers diagonal background
error covariance matrices B. This approximation has proven
to work well in several studies conducted with the system (Zou
et al., 1995; Xiao et al., 2000; Wulfmeyer et al., 2006; Grzeschik
et al., 2008). This can be explained by the ability of the 4DVAR
system to self-generate physically consistent structure functions
during model integration due to the inclusion of the forecast
model into the assimilation process.

For each control variable, the diagonal elements of B are spec-
ified by constructing the differences between a 15 min forecast
and the initial values at each grid point. At each vertical level,
the maximum value of the difference is retrieved and assigned
to all grid points on that level resulting in a vertical profile of
forecast errors valid for all model grid columns. The forecast er-
rors are then squared to produce the diagonal elements of B. The
near-surface variances were in the order of 1–2 g kg−1 for wa-
ter vapour mixing ratio and 1–2 K for temperature. Since these
calculations were repeated for each assimilation, the values can
differ considerably from day to day.

2.3. GPS data

GPS meteorology provides reliable, operational information
of the water-vapour distribution under all weather conditions
(Bender and Raabe, 2007; Bender et al., 2008, 2009). Its tempo-
ral resolution is currently 15 min for ZTD and 2.5 min for STDs.
The spatial resolution is determined by the number of Global
Navigation Satellite System satellites and ground stations that is
expected to increase considerably in the near future.

In order to better coordinate the efforts in improving the ob-
servation of the water vapour field with the GPS methodol-
ogy, several GPS observing networks were set up worldwide
in recent years. In Europe, the EUMETNET GPS water vapour
programme (E-GVAP)4 was set up in 2005 to provide its part-
ners with ZTD estimates for operational usage and to ensure
that ground-based GPS near-real time data gradually meet the

4 http://egvap.dmi.dk
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requirements of operational NWP regarding data quality, homo-
geneity, stability and availability.

The Helmholz Center Potsdam, German Research Center for
Geosciences (GFZ) is one of the data processing centres in
Europe. During COPS, the GPS network, analysed in near-real
time at the GFZ, consisted of about 200 receivers in Germany
and neighbouring countries. The data analysis is performed on an
hourly basis with a delay of about 30 min using the GFZ Earth
Parameters and Orbit determination System (EPOS) software
(Gendt et al., 1999) which is based on a least-square adjustment
of undifferenced phase measurements.

The ZTD is a combined quantity based on all data processed
from each station during 1 h. The available GPS observations
are analysed in order to find an optimal parameter estimation for
the ZTD data in 15 min steps. During 2006, the GFZ started to
analyse individual STDs of a given station making use of the full
temporal resolution of 2.5 min with an elevation cut-off angle of
7◦. This was originally done for about 130 GPS stations leading
to about 1 million STDs per day. During COPS, the GFZ was
the only data provider in Europe which was able to provide STD
data in near-real time. Therefore, we set our preference to the
GFZ network. Data used in this study are based on the output of
an operational version of EPOS during COPS in summer 2007
and is retrieved from 170 to 200 stations. To improve the data
coverage in upwind regions west and southwest of the COPS
region, the GFZ STD data was complemented by ZTD data
from the French Satellite Geodetic Network (SGN).

STD data was validated with pointed water vapour radiome-
ters (WVR) and showed promising results with a RMS of 1.3 mm
in the IWV (Bender et al., 2008, 2009). The most promising ap-
proach to use STD data is its direct assimilation with accurate
error estimates. This provides the most complete information
content for the construction of the optimal water-vapour field
according to the background, observational errors and model
physics. To derive STD data, the smallest number of assump-
tions is necessary. For ZTD, the projection of the slants from
different satellites to the zenith direction above the station loca-
tion requires additional assumptions. Even more assumptions as
well as the surface pressure and the column-mean temperature
are necessary to invert ZTD to IWV.

Although several studies were carried out to determine the er-
ror of STD data by means of intercomparisons with independent
observations like WVR, it remained difficult to estimate the real
error of GPS STDs (Bender et al., 2008). An initial comparison
of GPS stations in Germany with the COSMO-EU model of the
German Weather Service (DWD) gives a standard deviation of
about 1 mm in the IWV (Dick et al., 2001) which converts to
a standard deviation of about 6 mm in the ZTD. In the absence
of better error estimates and on the basis of data provided by
GFZ, we estimate the error of a STD with an elevation angle
of εr at the ground based GPS receiver to be of the order of a
few millimeters. Since less error-prone assumptions are applied
during the derivation of STD data, our observation error σr is

estimated to be

σr (εr ) = d

sin(εr )
, (2)

where d = 1 mm.
Although it is likely that STD measurements are correlated,

we assume for simplicity neither any correlation of STD data of
the same receiver nor any correlation of STD data of different
receivers. To justify this, the data is thinned. This is explained in
more detail in Section 3. Without correlations, the observation
error covariance matrix R is diagonal.

2.4. Forward operator

The introduction of a new observation type into variational as-
similation systems requires the development of the observation
operator H, the tangent-linear operator �∇H , its adjoint operator
( �∇H )T and the estimation of the observation-error covariance
matrix R (see Ide et al., 1997 for a complete list of commonly
applied notations). H is the projection from model space to ob-
servation space. A STD is an integrated quantity and can be
determined with the following equation:

STD =
∫ s

0

(
k1

p

T
+ k2

e

T 2

)
ds. (3)

Here p denotes the total atmospheric pressure, T is the tem-
perature and e denotes the water vapour pressure. The em-
pirical constants are given by k1 = 77.6 K hPa−1 and k2 =
3.73 × 105 K2 hPa−1 (Wickert and Gendt, 2006). The first term
of the integral is known as the hydrostatic delay and the second
part as the SWD. The integration is carried out along the geo-
metric path from the ground-based GPS receiver to the satellite
in question. For a discussion on the accuracy of the line of sight
assumption the reader is referred to Eresmaa et al. (2007). In
general, the bending of the ray path must be taken into account
for elevation angles smaller than 20◦ at the GPS receiver. There-
fore, only STD data with elevation angles larger than 30◦ at the
GPS receiver are assimilated in this study.

For a mathematical description of the numerical algorithm
as well as the derivation of the tangent linear and the adjoint,
the reader is referred to the online supplement provided on the
Tellus Webpage (link at the end of the paper). The trapezoid
rule is applied to evaluate the integral numerically in model grid
point space. The geographical location (longitude, latitude and
height above sea level) of the supporting points and the weighted
line elements are determined along the geometric path from the
GPS receiver to the model top. The supporting points are de-
termined by calculating the intersection of the geometric path
and the MM5 terrain following sigma half levels. The refractiv-
ity at a supporting point is constructed using a tri-directional
interpolation of the model variables of adjacent model grid
points. The reconstruction consists of a vertical interpolation fol-
lowed by a horizontal interpolation using low-order piecewise
polynomials. Finally, at each supporting point the integrand is
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calculated and the summation is carried out. The STD above the
model top STDtop is determined with the Saastamoinen model
(Saastamonien, 1972):

STDtop = c

sin(εtop)

ptop

f (θtop, htop)
, (4)

where c = 2.2768 × 10−5[mPa−1], ε denotes the elevation
angle and f (θ, h) = 1 − 0.00266 cos(2θ ) − 0.0000028 1

m
h ac-

counts for the variation of the gravitational acceleration with
latitude θ and height h. The subscript top indicates that the quan-
tities refer to the model top. For a discussion on the accuracy of
the Saastamoinen model refer to Cucurull et al. (2000).

The numerical integration below the model top and the as-
sumptions applied above (spherical symmetry of the atmo-
sphere) suggested that the error of the forward model is roughly
proportional to the cosecant (the reciprocal of the sine) of the
elevation angle at the GPS receiver.

3. Set-up of operational GPS STD 4DVAR
system during D-PHASE

The forecasts were driven by the 00 UTC operational forecast
of ECMWF. The observations for the assimilation window 00-
03 UTC were downloaded from the FTP servers of the GFZ
and the MetOffice. Then, the MM5 preprocessing system was
started to prepare the GPS observations for assimilation. To
reduce temporal and spatial correlations, the data were thinned
so that only observations every 30 min (15 and 45 min past the
hour) enter the assimilation. To reduce spatial correlations, it
was ensured that not more than one STD has the same starting
and ending grid box. Furthermore, stations located more than
50 m below or above the model topography were permanently
blacklisted. The remaining data set consisted of 900–1200 slants
in the 3 h assimilation window 00-03 UTC. No routine cross
checks for temporal and spatial consistency of the STD data
were performed. The ZTDs provided by the UK Met Office
were treated as STD data with an elevation angle of 90◦. Figure 2
shows the GPS stations available in the model domain (upper left
panel), the coverage of the complete GPS STD data set (upper
right panel) and the coverage of the remaining GPS observations
after data thinning (lower panel).

From the initial conditions created from the ECMWF fore-
cast, the 24 h control simulation (CONTROL) was started. With
the pre-processed observations available, the 4DVAR with GPS
STD data was initiated for the assimilation window 00-03 UTC.
Since 4DVAR is a time-consuming assimilation method and the
assumed Gaussian probability distributions are more and more
violated at higher resolution, in this study, the operational as-
similation was performed in the coarse 18 km domain. During
the first forward simulation of the 4DVAR, additional filtering
of the STD data based on the relative departure (observation-
background) in the SWD was carried out to reject questionable

data and to avoid that the minimization may not work correctly
due to large differences between model background and mea-
surements. GPS stations whose relative departure in SWD devi-
ated by more than 30% from the background value were perma-
nently blacklisted during the assimilation. The quality control
was done in terms of SWD, since we expect that pressure p and
temperature T are reasonably represented by the model.

The minimization of the cost function was cut off after 20 it-
erations to restrict the running time of the 4DVAR. In most cases
where the minimization worked properly, the gradient norm was
reduced by 3–5 orders of magnitude. The calculated increment
was applied to modify the initial state provided by the ECMWF
analysis. The lateral boundaries during the assimilation window
were not touched by the 4DVAR system. From the modified
initial state another 24 h model integration, the IMPACT ex-
periment, was started. Both simulations were performed in the
3-domain 2-way-nested configuration described above using the
most recent MM5 version 3.7.4 and most sophisticated physics
(see the right column of Table 1). In this publication, we focus on
the investigation of low-resolution statistics. Another systematic
investigation of the statistical performance of MM5 and other
models participating during D-PHASE is given in Bauer et al.
(2010). High-resolution case study simulations are subject of
future papers.

4. Results

4.1. Methodology and selected observations

The main objective of our forecast system, producing one
CONTROL and one 4DVAR forecast (IMPACT) during COPS
and D-PHASE, is to investigate the statistical influence of GPS
STD/ZTD observations on the representation of the water vapour
field and the forecast of precipitation. In the following, we
restrict the discussion to the month of August 2007, since
we tuned our system until mid of July. Later in September,
October and November precipitation totals well below average
were observed.

As an example illustrating the influence of the assimila-
tion, Fig. 3 shows the differences IMPACT-CONTROL of the
850 hPa water vapour field for two different forecast lead times.
It is seen that large changes of up to 2 g kg−1 are included by
the assimilation and that they are still present after more than
5 h of model integration.

GPS STD data from the German GFZ network and ZTD
data from the French SGN network are applied to calculate
‘model-GPS’ departures. The corresponding model values are
calculated with the GPS STD forward operator developed for
the assimilation system. In addition, the model results are vali-
dated with the gridded REGNIE (Regionalisierung von Nieder-
schlagsdaten) precipitation data set of the German Meteorologi-
cal Service (DWD). REGNIE is routinely created on a 1 × 1 km
grid from about 1000 stations over Germany. The interpolation
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Fig. 2. GPS network applied for the assimilation. The dots on the top left panel mark the French GPS receiver stations and the crosses the German
GFZ stations. The top right panel shows the area covered by the full GPS data set available neglecting information from elevation angles smaller
than 30◦. The bottom panel shows the data actually fed into the system after data thinning. Each day 900–1200 slants were assimilated in the
assimilation window 00-03 UTC.

algorithm is based on the optimal interpolation approach of
Wiener (1949) also considering the station elevation and ex-
position. For each station, the precipitation accumulated from 6
to 6 UTC of the following day is measured and then summed up
to the total precipitation of August 2007.

The investigations are exclusively done with the coarse 18 km
resolution domain to avoid artefacts caused by the nesting
(e.g fronts that dry out from the outer to the inner domain due
to the change in resolution or model physics). They would make
the interpretation of the performance of the 4DVAR system more
difficult. To avoid the feedback from the inner domain and to
be able to compare modelled precipitation with observed pre-
cipitation from 6 to 6 UTC of the following day, we re-ran the
18 km CONTROL and IMPACT simulations for 30 h. To com-
pare the model with the REGNIE data set, the observations are
interpolated to the model grid.

The monthly averaged diurnal cycle of precipitation in
Germany is validated with hourly reporting precipitation sta-
tions downloaded from the webpage of the General Ob-

servations Period (Crewell et al., 2008). In this data set,
hourly reporting DWD precipitation stations are comple-
mented by measurements from regional flood forecasting cen-
tres. The final data set contains up to 950 stations in to-
tal. The comparison is carried out by interpolating the hourly
model precipitation to the station location using bilinear
interpolation.

4.2. Comparison of GPS and model data at initial time

In this subsection, we focus on the first time step that can be
compared, namely 0015 UTC where GPS data are available for
the first time. So far, only GPS radio occultation data are as-
similated by ECMWF. Preparations to also apply ZTD data in
the ECMWF 4DVAR system were started recently after studies
investigating the influence of the data on the forecast system.
Therefore, GPS STD and ZTD can be applied as an independent
verification of the ECMWF water vapour field. This compar-
ison is also the necessary first step when thinking about bias
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Fig. 3. Water vapor mixing ratio [g kg−1] at 850 hPa for two different time steps on 27 July 2007. Left column: Water vapour field in the 18 km
simulation initialized by 4DVAR. Right column: Difference IMPACT-CONTROL simulations. The upper row shows the situation at 01:30 UTC in
the middle of the assimilation window. The lower row shows the situation at 05:30 UTC 2.5 h after the end of the assimilation window. Black dots in
the difference plots mark the locations of the GPS stations.

correction of the data before assimilation. Furthermore, the data
will be applied to verify whether the 4DVAR is able to improve
the initial ECMWF water vapour field in MM5.

Normalized model minus observation departures of STDs are
calculated with the following equation:

STDnbias =
2 · ∑n

i=1

STDmod − STDobs

STDmod + STDobs

n
(5)

STDmod represents either the ECMWF analysis interpolated
to the MM5 model grid (CONTROL) or the model field after the
correction by 4DVAR (IMPACT). The model STDs are derived
with the developed forward operator. The normalization is nec-
essary to eliminate the influence of the varying elevation angle
in the STD data. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the normalized
departure from the German GFZ network consisting of STD data
from about 50 stations. The right panel shows the departure from
the French SGN network consisting of ZTD data from about 40
stations. These station numbers remain after data thinning and
orographic as well as background filtering. This separation be-
tween the networks is necessary since ZTD and STD data cannot
be compared directly. Furthermore, different software packages

are applied by the two processing centres resulting in different
delays calculated from the same raw data.

The solid line in both plots represents the normalized differ-
ence CONTROL-GPS (either GFZ or SGN network). At most of
the GPS receiver stations, the ECMWF initial water vapour field
interpolated to the MM5 model grid deviates by only ±0.1%,
which corresponds to approximately 2.5 mm in zenith direc-
tion. This suggests that the ECMWF model accurately predicts
the IWV content. Interestingly, a notable difference appears be-
tween the two networks. Whereas the deviations of CONTROL
are evenly distributed around zero for the GFZ network, leading
to an almost unbiased Gaussian distribution, the majority of the
departures to the French SGN network are positive, resulting in
a positive bias of CONTROL as compared to the SGN network.

The dot-dashed line in both plots represents the situation after
the assimilation of GPS data from both networks (IMPACT).
The 4DVAR worked properly in reducing the spread. For almost
all GPS stations the differences IMPACT-GPS are reduced by
up to 50% as compared to the CONTROL-GPS departures. This
is true for both networks. However, as compared to the SGN
network, again, a positive bias remains.

To investigate the spatial differences between CONTROL and
GPS data, the normalized departures were plotted on a map
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Fig. 4. Histogram of the normalized departures of model-GPS STD [%] (BIAS) at 00:15 UTC. The solid line shows the departure CONTROL-GPS
and the dotted line IMPACT-GPS. The left panel is for the German GFZ network and the right panel for the French SGN network. The simulations
from both initial states were performed with MM5 version 3.7.4 and sophisticated model physics.

Fig. 5. Averaged and normalized model-GPS departures [%] (BIAS) at 00:15 UTC for the STD observations of the German GFZ network (top row)
and the French SGN network (ZTD’s) (bottom row). ‘Model’ represents either the ECMWF forecast interpolated to the MM5 grid (CONTROL)
(left column) or the same field modified by 4DVAR of GPS (IMPACT) from both networks (right column).

averaging STDnbias of all 0015 UTC time steps of August 2007
for each station, shown in Fig. 5. The dots on the maps represent
the locations of the GPS stations. They are coloured with the
averaged value of the normalized departures of August 2007 as
calculated by eq. (5). As also visible in Fig. 4, a more even

distribution around zero is seen when comparing with the
German GFZ network (upper left panel). For most GPS sta-
tions an averaged departure of less than ±0.1% (approximately
2.5 mm in zenith direction) is seen suggesting that the spatial
distribution of humidity provided by ECMWF is close to what
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for the variance (RMS error) [m] instead of the bias.

was observed by the GPS network. However, larger departures
of up to 0.3% occur at single stations (one outlier with −0.5%
occurred in the low mountain region southwest of Cologne).
The majority of stations revealing larger differences between
models and observations are either located in river valleys or at
the boundary of orography, suggesting that the model resolution
of 18 km and the correspondingly interpolated orography is an
important contributor to the differences.

The lower left panel of Fig. 5 shows the averaged normalized
departure of CONTROL from the French SGN network (ZTDs).
Here, with the exception of one station in the Rhone valley, a
positive bias is detected for all stations corresponding to the
results given on the right panel of Fig. 4. This confirms that the
positive bias is not caused by single outliers but is rather due to
a systematic difference between the ECMWF analysis and SGN
data.

The right column of Fig. 5 shows the same comparisons after
4DVAR of GPS data (IMPACT) for the GFZ network (top) and
the SGN network (bottom). The general properties of the 4DVAR
to reduce the deviation is clearly seen. Again, the distribution
of the IMPACT-GFZ departures are evenly distributed around
zero, while a positive bias remains in the IMPACT-SGN depar-

tures. Furthermore, spatial differences in the influence of the
4DVAR are seen. Stations located in regions with steep topogra-
phy, for example, in mountains or river valleys show a reduced
or even detrimental influence of the assimilation. A good exam-
ple is the station ‘Freiburg’ on the western side of the southern
Black Forest. Whereas CONTROL shows a slightly negative
bias, IMPACT changes this to an even larger positive bias. An-
other example is the line of GPS stations in the Rhine valley
where hardly any influence of the 4DVAR is seen. On the other
hand, for almost any station in France or northern Germany the
biases are clearly reduced by the assimilation. Possible causes
for the reduced performance of the 4DVAR system in mountain-
ous terrain are discussed in the next section.

Apart from the normalized bias, the normalized RMS error
was investigated. It was calculated with the following equation

STDnrms =

√√√√∑n
i=1

(
STDmod−STDobs

STDmod+STDobs
× 2

)2

n
(6)

Again, the normalization is necessary to compensate the in-
fluence of the different elevation angles. Figure 6 compares the
averaged normalized RMS error of CONTROL (left column)
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Fig. 7. Histogram of the normalized departures of model-GPS STD for the assimilation window 00-03 UTC. The solid line shows the departure
CONTROL-GPS and the dotted line IMPACT-GPS. Both plots are for the GFZ network. The left panel collects all stations at or north of 50◦N and
the right panel all stations south of 50◦N.

and IMPACT (right column) as compared to the GFZ (top row)
and SGN networks (bottom row). The considerable reduction of
the RMS error by 4DVAR is clearly seen. As for the bias, ex-
ceptions where the RMS errors are not or only slightly reduced
are mostly related to mountain or river valley locations. This
supports the assumption that the performance of the 4DVAR is
reduced in regions of steep topography.

4.3. Influence of GPS 4DVAR in the assimilation window

For our forecast system, we selected the assimilation window to
be 00-03 UTC each day. This selection has two major advan-
tages. At 00 UTC and 12 UTC the largest amount of observations
is assimilated into the ECMWF 4DVAR system leading to the
best possible background state. Furthermore, the absence of in-
coming solar radiation reduces errors due to incorrect simulation
of land-surface exchange processes in the 4DVAR system.

To further investigate the influence of orography on the per-
formance of the assimilation, we coarsely separate stations in flat
and orographic terrain by distinguishing between GPS stations
located north of 50◦N and south of 50◦N. Figure 7 shows the
normalized bias for the 3 h assimilation window for the GFZ net-
work. This comparison is only shown for the GFZ STD network
due to the much larger amount of STD data. For the stations
south of 50◦N (right panel), a positive bias in the IMPACT-GFZ
departure remains although the differences are clearly reduced.
This shift of the maximum of the distribution to the right does
not occur for the stations north of 50◦N. In addition, it is seen that
the differences are generally not as strongly reduced as it is the
case at 00:15 UTC (estimated 30% instead of 50%), suggesting
a reduction of the influence of 4DVAR during the assimilation
window.

Figure 8 shows the spatial distribution of the normalized bias
for the GPS stations, the two networks and the assimilation
window 00-03 UTC. The same tendency as for the first time
step is seen when comparing the departures of the CONTROL
simulation from the GFZ and SGN networks. Whereas the values
from CONTROL are evenly distributed around the observations

of the GFZ network (upper left panel), they are systematically too
moist as compared to the SGN network (lower left panel). When
comparing the IMPACT results from the assimilation window
(Fig. 8, right column) with the first time step (Fig. 5, right
column), interesting differences occur. Although the bias is still
reduced from CONTROL to IMPACT, the reduction is not as
strong as for the first time step. This is especially true for stations
in mountainous terrain (as e.g. in the Rhine valley), confirming
the reduced performance of the 4DVAR in orographic terrain.

4.4. Influence of GPS 4DVAR over the forecast length

To investigate the performance of the 4DVAR system over the
forecast length, apart from the water vapour comparisons shown
above, also the statistical representation of precipitation for
August 2007 is analysed. Figure 9 compares the normalized
departures CONTROL-OBS (solid line) and IMPACT-OBS
(dashed line). Although reduced by the longer analysis period,
the same signal as in the preceding comparisons is seen. Whereas
the departures of the CONTROL simulation occur evenly dis-
tributed around zero, a slight shift to positive values is visible
in the IMPACT simulation. This implies that on average the
4DVAR includes a slight positive bias. The previously mentioned
large reduction of the normalized departures in the 4DVAR sim-
ulation has more or less vanished, illustrating that the 4DVAR
looses its influence over Europe during the 24 h model inte-
gration when only GPS data from Germany and France are
assimilated. Reasons for this are discussed in the next section.

Whereas the plots shown so far analysed the bias and RMS
for selected time periods, it is also necessary to investigate their
temporal evolution during the forecast. The spatial averages
of normalized bias and RMS error over time are shown in
Fig. 10. Both, CONTROL and IMPACT are too moist during the
first hours of the simulation. Comparing the two simulations,
it is seen that a small positive bias is included by the 4DVAR.
It is largest during the first hours of the model integration and
steadily reduced later on. Interestingly, the bias changes its
sign from positive to negative after 13 h. In the second half of the
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 5 but for the assimilation window 00-03 UTC instead of the time step 00:15 UTC.
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 5 but for the 24 h forecast instead of the time step
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simulation, the bias of IMPACT is smaller than that of the
CONTROL forecast. The influence of 4DVAR is clearly seen
in the temporal evolution of the RMSE. At initial time it is re-
duced by up to 50% in the IMPACT simulation and remains
smaller than for the CONTROL simulation during the whole 24
h forecast. It is important to note that the difference between
CONTROL and IMPACT is steadily reduced during the model
integration and that its absolute value is constantly rising.

Figure 11 compares the 24 h precipitation sum of August
2007 for the REGNIE observation (top panel), the CONTROL
simulation (middle panel) and the IMPACT simulation (lower
panel). Both model integrations overestimate precipitation over
southwestern Germany and the differences between the two sim-
ulations are clearly smaller than the differences to the REGNIE
observations. While the precipitation maximum in the Alpine
foreland is captured by the simulations, the observed maxi-
mum in western Germany is underestimated. MM5 simulates
a large maximum shifted to the southwest to upwind slopes of
the mountains. This so-called windward-lee effect is a typical
error occurring when a convection parameterization is applied
(Schwitalla et al., 2008) and is further amplified by the coarse
resolution orography. Whereas the structure of the distribution
of precipitation is more or less identical in CONTROL and
IMPACT, the latter slightly reduces the amount of precipita-
tion in southwestern Germany and eastern France, for exam-
ple, the maxima over the Vosges mountains and the southern
Black Forest. On the other hand, the northern part of the maxi-
mum over western Germany is simulated slightly stronger. Both
changes are small but in better accordance with the REGNIE
observation.

Since such comparisons neglect the changes during day, it is
essential to also investigate the representation of the averaged
diurnal cycle to judge the temporal evolution of precipitation in
the domain. This is shown in Fig. 12. The CONTROL simula-
tion underestimates the amount of precipitation in the first 9 h
of the forecast. This is due to the performed cold starts from
dry conditions each day. Since the set-up of an assimilation cy-
cle is not an option in the MM5 4DVAR system, the simulation
needs time to develop clouds and precipitation. It is promising in
view of future nowcasting applications that the spin-up is almost
completely removed by the 4DVAR. The IMPACT simulations
even tend to slightly overestimate precipitation in the first 3 h of
the model integrations. Although both simulations, CONTROL
and IMPACT, overestimate the precipitation from 0900 UTC
to the end of the simulations and show a late afternoon maxi-
mum that was not observed, the averaged diurnal cycle of the
IMPACT simulations is closer to the observation than that of the
CONTROL forecasts over the whole 24 h.

Figure 12 also includes the averaged diurnal cycles of the 7
km resolution models of MeteoSwiss (COSMO-7) and the DWD
(COSMO-EU) that were operated during COPS and D-PHASE.

Fig. 11. Accumulated precipitation [mm] for August 2007 at 18 km
horizontal resolution for DWD REGNIE (top panel) CONTROL
(middle panel) and IMPACT (bottom panel). Contour lines in the three
panels represent the orography at 18 km resolution.
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Fig. 12. Averaged diurnal cycle of total precipitation of CONTROL (18 km), IMPACT (18 km), COSMOCH-7 (7 km), COSMO-EU (7 km) and
observations. The model grid box values are interpolated to the observation locations using bilinear interpolation.

We know that the models are too different to be compared in
detail. This is not our intention. The only aim of this comparison
is to provide a benchmark for the MM5 simulations allowing to
put their performance into context with other operational sys-
tems. The COSMO models overestimate precipitation during
the first hours of the simulation. Between 09 and 15 UTC, the
observed minimum is better represented by MM5, whereas in
the late afternoon, the COSMO models are closer to the obser-
vations than both MM5 simulations. This confirms that the fore-
cast performance of MM5 is comparable with other operational
systems.

Finally, the discussion is quantified with the calculation of
different scores for the CONTROL and IMPACT simulations.
Figure 13 shows the probability of detection (POD), the false
alarm ratio (FAR) and the true skill score (TSS) for different
precipitation thresholds ranging from 50 to 200 mm per month.
The POD measures the fraction of observed events that were
correctly forecasted. A perfect forecast has a POD of 1. The
higher the POD the better the localization of precipitation in
the model. The FAR measures the fraction of false alarms in
comparison to all forecasts. A perfect forecast has a FAR of 0.
The TSS measures the accuracy of the forecast in predicting the
correct precipitation category relative to random chance.

The scores were calculated for the 24 h precipitation sum com-
pared to the REGNIE product, neglecting the influence of the
assimilation on the diurnal cycle. Therefore, it is not surprising
that the assimilation has only a small impact. Interestingly, some
of the scores were especially improved for larger precipitation
thresholds, whereas no changes or even lower scores occurred

for lower precipitation thresholds. An example is the 150 mm
threshold, where the FAR is improved by 5%, the POD by 20%
and the TSS by even 60%.

5. Discussion

In this section, the causes that may have a detrimental influence
on the performance of the 4DVAR system for different time
scales and forecast lead times are discussed.

At initial time, errors in the model and assimilation system
as well as errors in the selected observations may limit the
performance of the 4DVAR. Usually, the inclusion of hetero-
geneous observations generates high-frequency inertia-gravity
waves (‘meteorological noise’), caused for example by imbal-
ances between model and observations or model and observation
errors, reducing the overall performance of the assimilation sys-
tem. In advanced versions of 4DVAR, as for example in the
ECMWF forecast system or in the Weather Research and Fore-
casting (WRF) model, gravity-wave filtering is an important task
and a major research topic (Gauthier and Thepaut, 2001; Huang
et al., 2009).

The presented results revealed different performances of the
4DVAR system over flat and orographically structured terrain.
This may either be caused by the coarse representation of the
orography in the 18 km model grid or by errors in the model
or assimilation system. Since we neglect the GPS data that vary
considerably from the model background and stations more than
50 m above or below the model topography, the difference be-
tween model background and observations is reduced and the
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Fig. 13. Selection of forecast scores for different precipitation thresholds [mm month−1]. POD, Probability Of Detection; FAR, False Alarm Ratio;
TSS, True Skill Score.

excitation of gravity waves is minimized. Therefore, errors in the
model physics and the assimilation system are the most probable
causes for the performance differences.

Observation-minus-background statistics and sensitivity stud-
ies with changed model physics during the operational phase of
D-PHASE revealed that the errors are caused by the necessity
to change the model physics from the assimilation to the free
forecasts. This introduces a wet bias in the first forecast hours in
mountainous terrain (Zus et al., 2008). We had to use the simple
Anthes-Kuo convection scheme (Anthes, 1977) at a resolution
of 18 km for the assimilation run, because the MM5 4DVAR sys-
tem does not offer adjoints for more sophisticated alternatives.
Furthermore, this scheme is known to produce excessive con-
vective rainfall (Grell et al., 1995). In the MM5 4DVAR system,
diffusion is calculated along terrain-following sigma-levels. The
more accurate z-diffusion scheme (Zängl, 2002) is not available
in the MM5 version that serves as the basis for the 4DVAR sys-
tem. The sigma diffusion scheme leads to significant errors over
mountainous terrain, particularly for atmospheric variables with
a strong vertical gradient (Zängl, 2002). Temperature diffusion
along sigma surfaces tends to cool down the air in valleys and
heat it above mountains, resulting in artificial upward motion
above the mountains facilitating the triggering of the sensitive
Anthes-Kuo convection scheme. Diffusion of the water vapour
mixing ratio along sigma surfaces tends to dry out the air in
valleys and moisten the atmosphere above mountains (Zängl,
2002; Zus et al., 2008). Both effects, together with the Anthes-
Kuo scheme, are responsible for the wet bias created by the
4DVAR in orographic terrain during the first 3 h of the forecast.

The removal of moisture from the atmosphere by the exces-
sive precipitation is recognized by the 4DVAR system which
changes the water vapour field to moister values. In the free
forecasts, a more realistic convection scheme (Kain, 2004) and
diffusion along z-levels are applied. Since the 4DVAR adjusted
the water vapour field to the older model version with simplified
physics, this results in overestimated precipitation in the first
hours of the simulation to compensate for the too moist lower
troposphere.

In the assimilation window, additional processes contribute
to the further reduction of the performance of the 4DVAR sys-
tem. Most of the reduction can be explained by the change of
the model version from 3.4 for the assimilation to 3.7 for the
forecasts. The latter is not in balance, since the 4DVAR adjusted
the initial state for the older model version 3.4 and the simplified
physics applied in the 4DVAR system. Nevertheless, we decided
to change the model version, since the physics parameterizations
are more advanced and many errors have been corrected from
version 3.4 to version 3.7.

Later in the forecast, the development of the atmosphere
strongly depends on the external forcing across the lateral
boundaries. Since this forcing is not influenced by the assim-
ilation of data in the MM5 domain, a damping effect on the
corrections implied by 4DVAR is not surprising. The air ad-
vected into the domain origins from the global ECMWF model.
Although ECMWF operates a sophisticated 4DVAR system,
their forecasts run with different horizontal and vertical resolu-
tions and apply different descriptions of dynamics and physics.
This leads to inconsistencies degrading the performance of the
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4DVAR system. Furthermore, the ambient flow transports the air
influenced by the assimilation out of the domain, lowering the
impact of the assimilation.

Another issue is that we only assimilate GPS STD data. The
model representation of the dynamics is questionable at 18 km
resolution in orographic terrain. Therefore, improvements in the
representation of the water vapour field can be counteracted by
a wrong representation of the dynamics within short time. For
future activities, it is therefore vital to assimilate water vapour
data from GPS and radar radial velocity data simultaneously.

Comparing the 24 h model integration, further processes that
may have a detrimental influence on the performance of the as-
similation are discussed. The atmospheric water vapour content
is strongly influenced by the description of the land surface,
namely the land use as well as the soil characteristics. The lat-
ter determine what amount of water can be stored in the soil
and how fast it can be transported through the soil layers. The
land use type, on the other hand, controls the fluxes of latent
and sensible heat providing heat and moisture to the boundary
layer. A too strong evaporation at the surface, combined with a
too strong transport or a too large amount of water below the
surface, would result in a too moist lower troposphere and there-
fore a wrong feedback to the boundary layer and microphysics
parameterizations.

Although we improved the representation of the land use
with the CORINE data set, the influence remains small since
the forecast performance only benefits from a better land-use
description when the fluxes of sensible and latent heat are im-
proved. Another problem is that our optimized description of
land use is not accompanied by a more realistic description of
the soil characteristics. Since the implemented soil data set has
an even coarser resolution than the land-use data set, we expect
a wrong description of the soil moisture influence on the atmo-
sphere, resulting in a further reduction in the performance of the
assimilation system due to wrongly represented surface fluxes.

Another issue is that we did not initialize the soil moisture
with observations. Instead, initial values from ECMWF were
applied to determine the temperature and the moisture in the
top soil layer. The ECMWF soil moisture is the result of an
analysis system based on optimal interpolation of proxy obser-
vations of 2 m temperature and relative humidity. Soil moisture
needs a long time to reach a balance to the lower tropospheric
humidity field and the strength of the soil moisture forcing on
the lower troposphere is governed by the strength of the land-
atmosphere exchange which varies with the synoptic situation.
A wrong soil moisture initialization will therefore destroy the
lower tropospheric humidity field. On the other hand, a sophis-
ticated initialization of the soil moisture field is not yet possible
for a large region since no operational network of soil mois-
ture sensors exists. New satellite sensors like the ESA Earth
Explorer mission ‘Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity’ (SMOS; Kerr
et al., 2001), launched recently, are expected to improve the
situation.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Although considerable progress has been achieved in forecasting
mesoscale and small-scale atmospheric phenomena, there is still
potential for improving numerical weather prediction by more
accurately obtaining the correct initial condition by advanced
data assimilation. During D-PHASE from June 1 to November
30, IPM ran an operational assimilation and forecasting system
based on the MM5 4DVAR. This paper discussed the perfor-
mance of the system in a statistical sense and identified several
processes that had a detrimental influence on the assimilation
acting on different time scales. Summing up the scientific ques-
tions posed in the introduction, the following conclusions are
drawn from our analyses.

(1) How good is the representation of the water vapour field
in the driving ECMWF forecast?

The comparison of the ECMWF analysis interpolated to the
MM5 model grid and GPS STD data at the first time step when
the observations were available demonstrated that ECMWF pro-
vides a good representation of the water vapour field at 18 km
resolution as seen from the GPS perspective. For almost all
stations, the normalized model-observation departures of STD
did not exceed ±0.1%, corresponding to 2.5 mm projected to
ZTD. However, relatively large normalized RMS values of up
to ±0.8% (corresponding to 2 cm projected to ZTD) indicated
that the small-scale variability of the water vapour field was not
fully captured by the ECMWF analysis. This is not surprising,
as meso-gamma scale variability is not resolved but does exist
due to land-surface heterogeneity and orography.

(2) How large are the analysis increments with respect to
water vapour, temperature and wind. Do they result in an im-
provement of the initial water vapour field?

The comparisons before and after the assimilation of GPS
data showed that the 4DVAR system worked properly in reduc-
ing model-observation departures of GPS STD. Whereas the
bias was only slightly reduced, a large reduction of up to 50%
at initial time occurred for the variance. This corresponds to
changes in the mixing ratio q of up to 2 g kg−1 in the bound-
ary layer. The comparisons also revealed differences between
the two applied GPS networks. This discrepancy may be caused
either by systematic differences between STD (GFZ) and ZTD
(SGN) measurements or point to different biases occurring in
the applied processing systems. This motivates the verification
of the retrieval algorithms with data from NWP models since
they provide a complete data set and allow the calculation of
all retrieved products (Bender et al., 2008). Furthermore, bias
removal should be included before data from different process-
ing centres is assimilated. Analysis increments were also found
for wind and temperature (not shown). These were typically of
the order of 0.2 K and 0.3 m s−1 in the atmospheric boundary
layer in orographic terrain and below 0.1 K and 0.1 m s−1 in
flat terrain. During the course of the forecast, the effect of GPS
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STD data was gradually reduced due to the influence of several
processes acting on different time scales.

(3) What is the impact on the prediction of the water vapour
field and on QPF in comparison to observations and other D-
PHASE models?

The performance of the 4DVAR system is different for sta-
tions located in flat and orographically structured terrain. In
mountainous regions or river valleys, a wet bias was introduced
by the assimilation caused by the inaccurate physics we had to
apply during the assimilation.

The comparison of the horizontal distribution for the Au-
gust 2007 precipitation sum with the gridded REGNIE obser-
vation of DWD revealed an almost neutral impact of the as-
similation with improvement in some regions and deteriora-
tion in others. Nevertheless, forecast scores calculated from the
24 h precipitation sum in comparison with the DWD REGNIE
product reveal improvements, especially for larger precipitation
thresholds.

Comparisons with hourly reporting precipitation stations, on
the other hand, showed that the averaged diurnal cycle was
clearly improved by the assimilation of GPS STD data. The
spin-up occurring in the CONTROL simulation was almost com-
pletely removed by the assimilation and the representation of the
diurnal cycle was better than that of the CONTROL simulation
for the whole 24 h model integration. This is true in spite of the
limitations of the 4DVAR system. The reduction of the spin-up
is an important issue since precise flood forecasts with hydrolog-
ical models need short-range forecasts of the spatial and tempo-
ral distribution of precipitation as accurately as possible. These
comparisons indicate that it is not enough to study averaged spa-
tial distributions as it is usually done when validating NWP and
climate model simulations. Such comparisons can completely
hide improvements in the representation of the diurnal cycle due
to the cancellation of time-dependent systematic errors. Addi-
tionally performed comparisons with the COSMO models of
MeteoSwiss and DWD confirmed that our system is comparable
in performance with other operational NWP systems.

(4) What are the processes limiting the spatio-temporal im-
pact of the assimilation on the water vapour field?

We identified several processes that limit the performance of
the assimilation system on different time scales. The result is
that the difference between CONTROL and IMPACT is steadily
reduced and the RMS error is constantly rising during the model
integration.

At initial time, the performance of the 4DVAR system is re-
duced by (1) inconsistencies in the physics and dynamics of the
driving ECMWF model and MM5, (2) the inclusion of obser-
vations which are not in balance with model physics, (3) errors
in the model physics and the assimilation system, and 4) only
assimilating GPS STD observations without the consideration
of additional wind observations representing the dynamical evo-
lution.

The inconsistency between the assimilation and the subse-
quent forecasts is further increased by the change of the model
version from the assimilation (MM5 3.4) to the subsequent
model integration (MM5 3.7.4) as well as by the transport of
air not affected by 4DVAR into the domain and a simultane-
ous transport of air influenced by 4DVAR out of the domain. In
addition, we hypothesize that despite the applied soil moisture
analysis, the data provided by ECMWF is not in balance with
the rest of the MM5 model physics. Together with the coarse
soil data set, this results in a wrong soil moisture feedback to the
lower troposphere counteracting adjustments by 4DVAR during
the course of the simulation.

Although the 4DVAR was able to almost completely remove
the spin-up occurring in the CONTROL simulation, the forecast
performance is quickly degraded with lead time after the end
of the assimilation window, leaving room for improvements of
the system. An important extension is to include more obser-
vations into the assimilation process. In addition to the water
vapor field, at least an adjustment of the model dynamics is nec-
essary to avoid that the reasonable correction of the water vapour
field is quickly destroyed by a wrong representation of the wind
field. Adding additional observations may further improve the
performance of the system due to a stronger influence of the
assimilation on the model. Here, also the improved density of
the GPS network and improved retrievals shall be taken into ac-
count. In the meantime, the E-GVAP network increased to more
than 1200 stations and the German GFZ network has grown to
more than 350 stations.

It is necessary to improve the model physics in the assimila-
tion system to avoid imbalances between the assimilation and
the forecast. The goal must be to use the same representation
of physics for both, complemented by an additional filter that
deals with the initial inconsistencies between the observations
and the model (e.g. Wee and Kuo, 2004). In case of variational
assimilation, the development of adjoints for complicated pa-
rameterizations is challenging and time consuming. Therefore,
thorough comparisons of 3DVAR with accurate physics, 4DVAR
with optimized physics and ensemble-based Kalman Filter tech-
niques are required in a data assimilation testbed to identify the
best suited data assimilation method for future applications es-
pecially on the convection-permitting scale (WMO, 2009).

Another important point is to choose the model domain as
large as possible to reduce the influence of the lateral forcing on
the region of interest as much as possible. This requires that the
whole development of the major components determining the
synoptic situation has to take place within the high-resolution
domain.

In the meantime, we apply the WRF system for high-
resolution assimilation and process studies for selected COPS
IOPs (Schwitalla et al., 2010). WRF supports variational as well
as Kalman filter based methods and the systems are more ad-
vanced than the MM5 system we applied in this study. With
the assimilation of numerous different observations, the best
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possible initial state is derived for an European domain with
3.6 km horizontal resolution. Kain et al. (2008) compared dif-
ferent horizontal resolutions for a large US domain and found
4 km to be the best compromise between realism of the re-
sults and computational efforts. For detailed process studies and
comparison with COPS observations and synergetically derived
quantities at COPS supersites, higher resolution sub-domains
shall then be nested into this European domain.
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